
The 1919 crises in
Latvia and the
evolution of French
public opinion.
A decisive turning

point?



 1918: diplomats become aware of the importance of the Baltic question 
chancelleries become aware of the importance of the Baltic question   

 1919, is an apparent stop , as Allies don’t recognize the Latvian 
independance nor apparently can’t define a consistent Baltic policy

 French diplomats strive to establish ess ta bliche a new european iouropi-
anne order, but could independant BS be useful for this aim? 

 Will they survive ? Could they act as a motivator of the pacification of 
Eastern Baltic?



 Before this there is a main question: France and Western powers wonder if 
Baltic states and populations are fit for independance . Who do these 
temporary governments and  parisian delegates, really represent  ? 

 Would this States be viable even in a near Future?

 So it’s a struggle for credibility credibeul, : the fight against Bermondt, 
the victory and the mobilisation of the Latvian population, change the 
French perceptions: Latvia could be now treated as a political actor, a 
small one but a real one..



1919, a poor year for geopolitics
 Far from beeing a momentum, when the principle of nationalities is

acknowledged, the Versailles Peace Conference narrows the
perspectives of the Baltic nations for independance.

 Then it seems the Whites are about to defeat the Bolsheviks. The
Allied favour the creation of a Russian ensemble, and turn a deaf ear
to the Baltic appeal for independance. The Allies believe a new
Russian State or a Federation can guaranty democratic principles
autonomy and the security of all the population of the former
Empire against German imperialism (cf Kolchak message of May
1919)
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« I got up. None noticed it. Incognito I 
visited Sarrebourg, Riga, Dantzig. O 
sweet Germany über alles… »



 When French people, shocked and exhausted by the war, hear talks 
about baltic independance they imagine it means  beeing back at 
war.  Indeed the re-emerging russia , might in a near future be 
tempted to recover the baltic coast , vital for its economy, and to 
use force if needed. 

 Worse, the french opinion fears Russia will join forces with  
Germany , which would then have political Hegemony in europe: a 
german-russian alliance was the nightmare of the French Diplomacy.

 So it’s essential that the Baltic situation may influence new talks between disappointed White 
Russians and Germans: but in the contrary, if there is « a german-russian » plot (the main 
concept used to describe the Bermondt war against Latvia, should France keep 
trusting White Russia and consider more the Latvian Option? That 
was the debate in the french Opinion? 

.



I
 Not only do a few old fashionned diplomats share this position, but also

French and British progressists . In France (Seignobos, doumergue) In
Great Britain (Simpson, school of the new europe) also do.

 They are willing to support the rights of small nations, the brotherhood 
with the young Latvian democracy but for them a small state has to show 
its capacity  to assert their sovereignty. They have also doubts that a 
Latvian State will be able to do that. So for this democrats, the solution of 
a federation was more interesting.



 A Baltic confederation is no real alternative at this time for French 
Diplomats.  The Baltic military potential is weak. They fear political 
tensions between Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania like in the Balkans not to 
mention the consequences of the polish- lithuanian conflict.

 If the French supporters of  a strong Polish power, see the potential 
of this regional power to stand up to Germany, they wish to prevent 
too strong links between Poland and Baltic States, in order to avoid 
future complications with Russia.



French perceptions pf Latvia will change if Latvia appears as an entity
able to stand up to german or bolsheviks intrigues and manoeuvers
(manouvers). This capacity to stand up should apply to its foreign
policy as welll as domestic matters.

People fear a new Sarajevo in the Baltic, and they want to avoid
recreating problems similar to those of the balkan states in 1914.

By comparison, Estonia stands out as a Nation that has gathered its
limited resources to defend its freedom against the bolshevik offensive
of 1919. Estonians to begin to build a State and the Estonian
communist were not dangerous nor a political alternative.

It was not the case for Latvians at the beginning of the year with the
events in Liepaja, the weakness of the Ulmanis governement. The
Allied press continue to speak a lot about the Latvian Bolcheviks.



 On the contrary, when french media mention Latvia, they often use
the word « imbroglio » to describe a confusing situation .

 Several armed forces are present and doubts are expressed about
the extent of support the government got from the population.

 Thus, French government implemented a cautious policy, on the
short term using forces likely to stand up to the bolshevik threat.
Baltic germans were to be treated with caution for a long period of
time, as valuable elements.

 On the opposit, dangers arising of the policy led by General von Der
Goltz will be understimated for a a long time, as well as the role
played by german frei korps

j



The Goltz and Bermondt Affair: 
a political French Shift?

 During the second part of 1919, the opinions shifted and  policy 
towards Latvia is changed. This shift may be explained by a change 
in the context, several direct contacts and the growing tension 
between a utopian vision of eastern baltic and field realities.

 Once the Versailles Treaty is signed, french opinion is less focussed  
on french german problems.They begin to understand eastern 
europe  is still unstable and is a threat to european peace.

 The most important French newspapers pay until the summer little 
attention to « small » latvian questions, even for the April Putsch 
but since it was the contrary and the rebellion of Von der Goltz is 
considered more and more like a scandal



The « battle of Riga » (1919): a big event for 
the French newspapers

 Three Events had a important press coverage in France with many headlines in all the 
newspapers: 1939, creation of the Baltic League (1934), the battle of Riga, 

 If the Latvian delegates in Paris could give some informations, there  are often mistakes or 
msinterpreations because there is no correspondent in Latvia. The newspapers use ofen 
information of foreign agencies.

 The ignorance of the Latvian situation explained that a lot of details of the battles are not 
understood: 50 000 estonians are said to have landed in Liepajia

 Many news papers announce that Riga has fallen, and it takes them a few days before they understand that the troops 
of Bermondt only occupy the left bak of the Dvina.

 It takes  quite some time before the rôle of allied squadron is mentionned, and 
even more of the french ships
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The  « War in the peace »?

 The Battles near Riga was with Fiume one of the first event which 
help lot of French to understand that sustainable peace would take 
a long time; 

 That the  situation in the Central and Baltic Europe was far to be 
stabilized : it takes place at the same time as the ratification of the  
treaty and the beginning of the general demobilization

 This is  « cognitive dissonance »: What really happens? The 
beginning of the new peaceful time? or the Great War is not ended? 





The French Ship « Aisne » isolated in Riga the 9th Oct. 1919:
Sketch sent to Brisson to tell the shots and the Latvian and German 

positions



The role played by the representants

 They arrived during the year in Latvia: this is at the beginning small missions 
with little means, they have just to inform but the communications with Paris 
are very difficult. Moreover it’s very difficult for them to get orders in case of 
urgent problems

 There is a gap between wishes expressed in London or Paris and actions taken 
in Baltic States, causing tensions to arise. Namely we think of the actions taken 
by  British General Gough, and French  Brisson and Duparquet. 

 When Duparquet lands in Liepaja, he tries to implement French foreign policy 
and does support the constitution of a government made of the various latvian 
parties and the baltic germans. He quickly abandons these beliefs, and when he 
writes his first report he expresses the need to support Umanis in order to put a 
halt to the destabilizing manoeuvers of the Frei korps.









●But he continue to follow the ideals of French Opinion . He said he
determined to fight for the right and for justice against the Force,
German means for him only imperalism, brutality or political
connections

● He and Brisson has at the end common perceptions with Latvians
politicians, acommon fight for Democraty and freedom: As Brisson said
to Ulmanis, the Allies defend the small nationalities, the German States
who survives against the populations.



 After the 1919 July armistice and the difficulties to evacuate german 
troops, Duparquet decides to go back to Paris, in order to warn 
military and political leaders about the seriouness of the situation.

 Duparquet does convince his interlocutors of the real danger of  the 
growing number of paramilitary troops and their potential influence 
on white russians. 

 As a result, he obtains that Paris provide the full equipment for a 
latvian military division. 

 Moreover, french diplomacy start thinking that harder sanctions 
should be taken against Berlin and its apparent inertia with frei 
korps .











The Brisson initiative

 One month later, when bermondt german russian troops are in front of Riga, 
both Brisson and Cowand decide to react (riiact) to their provocations. On, 
October 13 1919, French and british boats open fire 

 Finally this a other coincidence  is the friendship between Cowan and Brisson 
and a common perception of the necessity to react. 

 At the beginning it just a question to react military if the Bermondtist open the 
fire against the allied ships, not to help Latvians to counterattack; the have no 
orders. It’s Brisson who decide to change himself the policy and to take into 
account the local reality.

 Cowan totally trusts  in Brisson and  decides (he is in the gulf of 
Finland) to give him the leadership of the british vessels



 On October 23 Brisson is authorized (ofo-raï-z), by Paris, to open fire 
and bring support to latvian troops.

 This support from allies will be decisive in the success of the latvian 
counter offensive that will free the country. 

 During the summer, Latvian land was considered as an example of 
power vacuum where dangerous paramilitary movements went on.

 This perception will change after the the victory against bermondt 
forces.Latvia is then seen as able to ensure the sovereignty of its 
territory, supported by most of the population.



A new geopolical orientation?

 In the absence of an election, the battle of Riga was seen as a 
plebiscit in favor of a latvian state. More than anything, there was 
an understanding that a new regional geopolitical order could 
emerge.

 None of the great powers managed to impose its will and the peace 
it hoped for. None could tolerate the incertitude that was dangerous 
for its future interests. The  idea of an independant Latvian was now 
perceived as a good compromise useful to buy time and to see how 
this kind of peace could have lasting effects. 



 Allied powers were not ready to recognize de jure the latvian 
independance but from 1919 on, Estonia and Latvia were 
recognized as real players able to play a useful role on the 
stabilisation of eastern europe.



By the end of 1919,  Latvia was the Baltic state with which France 
enjoyed the most solid relation

 This evolution was due as much to favourable circumstances as to chance. When Estonia fought
for national freedom at the beginning of 1919, the french opinion had little interest for the
Eastern baltic. But at the end of 1919, when the instability of the region was increasingly a
source of worry, the Latvian national uprising against Belmond caught the French attention

 For the diplomats too, Latvia was now credible and the most valuable sentinel for the defense
against the new german imperialism or a new Soviet Threat and the center of a Baltiv League
which will eventually cooperate with Poland

 In 1920, Estonia was critized for its haste to conclude a peace treaty with Bolshevik russia.

 As a result if Estonia was perceived as too linked to british policy, latvian policy seemed more
balanced.



 French economic interests for both Latvian linen and for the latvian
channel, that is to say the role latvian territory could play as basis
for the economic reconstruction of russia in the future.

 French culture could be seen as a weapon (waiepon) to use for
breaking the face to face with german culture and find an easier
access to western culture.



 For all those reasons, the battle of riga wes indeed a small step towards recognition 
but a great one for the image of latvia in eastern europe.

 Latvia was then given the opportunity  to demonstrate its political rôle in the new 
europe, walking and proving the movement. 

 Latvia was then given the opportunity  to demonstrate its political rôle in the new 
europe: as contemporaries said, Latvia has the possibilty to show she was able to 
survive just by doing it. 

 That is how they included Latvia in a mythological story of the  construction of a new 
europe .In this storytelling allies played a decisive rôle in the creation of these baltic 
countries that had demonstrated, as early as the 20s their positive rôle in the 
pacification of the baltic space.

CONCLUSION



 When these souvenirs were mentionned  in speeches,in the 20s or 30s, this 
made it possible to include Latvia not  as an ally but as member of group of 
new nations supporting french efforts to create a new europe, and

 In spite of the lack of an effective guaranty of security baltic diplomats called 
for, this story telling or evocation of past cooperation was key to prove the 
interest of western powers for the safeguard of baltic freedoms.


